
Signage Committee Minutes 4/27/17
Attendance: Doni, Nancy, Olivia, Jill, Nick, Andrew, Phil, Rogien, 

1. ADA - Doni meeting w/ Rose 5/11
2. Updated level labels, “you are here”, need to continue discussing exits: how would it

look? How would we label? Maybe arrows off of levels that show where milestones are
(Library, Plaza, Engineering lot, Transit Center), Could be small, arrow and “to library”,
only on levels that have exit. Maybe door icon of some sort? ACTION: Find solution to
exits. Also adjust wall around food court to show egress points (similar to ballroom).

3. U-Turn: no more research as of now, reviewed previous findings. ACTION: More
research next week.

4. EMS Feed: utilizing in office too, very customizable. Implementing on screen across
from Info too. Events drop off and only show set amount into the future. Able to add
other graphics in fourwinds. Next Step: tweaking for individual rooms, showing just
those events. Currently have 40 licenses. 

5. Rogien just bought another display. 
6. ACTION: Phil and Rogien meeting 5/1 re: ems feed on other screens
7. No movement on vertical screens. Table for now.
8. Olivia - Feedback from Governing Board:

1. Est. 15hrs a week spent in LSC
2. Foodcourt and skeller mentioned as most visited, also offices where they work.
3. Most found out about services from friends.
4. Most noticed kiosks and digital maps.
5. Could highlight where gender-neutral restrooms are better.
6. Wall-mount maps could be lower, also bigger/bolder fonts.
7. Old maps had issue with compass, should be remedied w/ new design
8. Better promotion of digital wayfinding functionality.
9. Hard to navigate: all restroom options, level 100 (anything past Campus

Activities), directional arrows on kiosks, Grey Rock. 
10. ACTION: Branch out to other offices for feedback next semester. Definitely

include building managers and campus information.
9. Gender-Neutral restrooms: further enhancing existing issues rather than creating

solution? Issue with requiring ID, not showing where others are near each. ACTION:
Doni to connect with Mike, discuss next meeting.

1. Restroom by reflection rooms will be unlocked 7-7. Signage currently mentions
swiping, suggested to wait to change until further changes are solidified. 


